PhyloPat: an updated version of the phylogenetic pattern database contains gene neighborhood
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ABSTRACT

Phylogenetic patterns show the presence or absence of certain genes in a set of whole genomes derived from different species. They can also be used to determine sets of genes that occur only in certain evolutionary branches. Previously, we presented a database named PhyloPat which allows the complete Ensembl gene database to be queried using phylogenetic patterns. Here, we describe an updated version of PhyloPat which can be queried by an improved web server. We used a single linkage clustering algorithm to create 241,697 phylogenetic lineages, using all the orthologies provided by Ensembl v49. PhyloPat offers the possibility of querying with binary phylogenetic patterns or regular expressions, or through a phylogenetic tree of the 39 included species. Users can also input a list of Ensembl, EMBL, EntrezGene or HGNC IDs to check which phylogenetic lineage any gene belongs to. A link to the Fatigo web interface has been incorporated in the HTML output. For each gene, the surrounding genes on the chromosome, color coded according to their phylogenetic lineage can be viewed, as well as FASTA files of the peptide sequences of each lineage. Furthermore, lists of omnipresent, polypresent, oligopresent and anticorrelating genes have been included. PhyloPat is freely available at http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/phylopat.

INTRODUCTION

Phylogenetic patterns show the presence or absence of certain genes in a set of whole genome sequences derived from different species. These patterns can be used to determine sets of genes that occur only in certain evolutionary branches. The use of phylogenetic patterns has been common practice as increasing amounts of orthology data have become available. One example is clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) (1), which included a Phylogenetic Patterns Search (PPS) and an Extended Phylogenetic Patterns Search (EPPS) (2) tool, providing the possibility of querying the phylogenetic patterns of the COG protein database using regular expressions. The ortholog database OrthoMCL-DB (3) also offers this possibility. However, PPS tools have only been available for querying proteins, and not for querying genes. The PhIGs (4), Hogenom (5) and TreeFam (6) databases all offer phylogenetic clustering of genes, but do not have the functionality of phylogenetic patterns, and do not include the full range of Ensembl (7) species. Moreover, these databases do not provide additional genomic information such as function and organization of neighboring genes. In September 2006, we introduced a database named PhyloPat (8) that offers the possibility of querying the Ensembl database using any phylogenetic pattern. Here, we show the newest version of this database, and show applications of the new functionalities that have been implemented in the web server, such as a gene neighborhood view, anticorrelating patterns, support of EntrezGene (9) IDs and direct sequence retrieval of members of a phylogenetic lineage.

DATABASE CONTENT AND CONSTRUCTION

Content

A set of phylogenetic lineages was constructed containing all the genes in Ensembl that have orthologs in other species according to the BioMart (10) database. This set covers all of the 39 (eukaryotic) species available in Ensembl version 49 (preversions and low coverage genomes not taken into account). First, we collected the complete set of orthologies between these 39 species, consisting of 741 species pairs, 8,154,52 genes and 19,010,478 orthologous relationships. The orthologies within Ensembl v49 consist of 11,446,546 one-to-one relationships, 4,588,300 one-to-many relationships and 2,975,632 many-to-many relationships. These orthologies are determined by the thorough Ensembl ortholog detection pipeline.
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This pipeline starts with the collection of a number of best reciprocal hits [BRHs, proven to be accurate (11)] and best score ratio (BSR) values from a WU BLASTP/Smith–Waterman whole-genome comparison. These are used to create a graph of gene relations, followed by a clustering step. These clusters are then applied to build a multiple alignment using MUSCLE (12) and a phylogenetic tree using TreeBeST (http://tree soft.sourceforge.net/treebest.shtml). Finally, the above mentioned orthologous relationships are inferred from this gene tree.

**Construction**

After the collection of all orthologous pairs, we generated phylogenetic lineages using a single linkage algorithm. First, we determined the evolutionary order of the studied species using the NCBI Taxonomy (13) database. The phylogenetic tree [phylogram, created by TreeView (14)] of these species, together with some phylogenetic branch names, are shown in Figure 1. Second, we used this phylogenetic tree as a starting point for building our phylogenetic lineages. For each gene in the first species (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), we looked for orthologs in the other species. All orthologs were added to the phylogenetic lineage, and in the next round were checked for orthologs themselves, until no additional orthologs were found for any of the genes. This process was repeated for all genes in all 39 species that were not yet connected to any phylogenetic lineage yet. The complete phylogenetic lineage determination generated 241 697 lineages. Please note that the phylogenetic order that we have determined here does not affect the construction of the phylogenetic lineages in any way: changing the order only influences the numbering of the phylogenetic lineages but not the contents of the lineages. This is due to our clustering algorithm, in which each orthologous relationship is treated symmetrically. Figure 2 shows the database scheme; the phylogenetic lineages, gene neighborhood and some mapping information have been stored in six tables, and optimized for fast querying.

**WEB APPLICATION**

**Overview**

We developed an intuitive web interface (Figure 3) to query the PhyloPat MySQL database containing these

---

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of all species present in PhyloPat. This is the unrooted NCBI Taxonomy tree of all species available in Ensembl and PhyloPat. The numbers are the order in which the species are shown on the PhyloPat results pages. A phylogram version of this tree is available through the website.
phylogenetic lineages and the derived phylogenetic patterns. As input a phylogenetic pattern is used, generated by clicking a set of radio buttons or by typing a regular expression, or a list of Ensembl (7), EMBL (15), Entrez Gene (9) or HGNC symbols (16). The application of MySQL regular expressions provides enhanced querying. The output can be given in HTML, Excel or plain text format. A link to the FatiGO (17) web interface has been incorporated in the HTML output, creating easy access to functional annotation of the genes in the phylogenetic lineage. Each phylogenetic lineage can be viewed separately by clicking the PhyloPat ID (PPID). This view gives all Ensembl IDs within the phylogenetic lineage plus the HGNC (16) symbols, FASTA-format files with the proteins sequences, and the gene neighborhood. The web interface also provides some example queries, the 100 most occurring patterns, anticorrelating patterns and numerical overviews of lineages that are present in (i) all species (ii) almost all species and (iii) only one or two species. Finally, a phylogenetic tree of all included species is provided, through which each branch can be selected to view a list of branch-specific genes. This tree can be downloaded in PHYLIP (18) format.

**Omnipresent genes**

An analysis of all lineages with the phylogenetic pattern ‘111111111111111111111111111111111111111’ (or MySQL regular expression ‘^1+$’) gives a list of ‘omnipresent’ genes, i.e. present in all 39 species. We found 688 omnipresent genes, which most likely have important functions, since they are present in all species. Figure 4a shows the top 15 of 5th level GO (19) molecular functions for all 2345 human genes within these omnipresent phylogenetic lineages, generated by FatiGO (17). To compare the results, we also show the top 15 of 5th level GO molecular functions for the complete set of human genes (32 584 in Ensembl v49), in Figure 4b. The GO molecular function annotation shows that omnipresent genes are more often involved in adenyl nucleotide binding compared than random human genes (17.90% versus 12.80%), and less

![Figure 2. The PhyloPat database scheme. The database scheme shows all six tables used in the application. Table names are in bold, primary keys are in italic. Links between fields are shown with arrows. The left side of each column shows the field names, the right side shows the field types.](image)
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often involved in transition metal ion binding (16.11% versus 23.23%). The genes with G-protein coupled receptor activity seem to be underrepresented in the omnipresent genes; whereas from the complete human genome 7.85% is involved in GPCR activity, this molecular function is not in the top 15 for the omnipresent gene set, with only 0.64%. This is likely due to the fact that GPCRs are almost absent in *S. cerevisiae* and are a class of molecules with highly specific functions in different organisms (20). However, this still needs to be proven by experimental data.

**Oligopresent genes**

The distribution of ‘oligopresent’ genes (genes that exist in only one or two species) can be used to determine which species are evolutionary most related, as the number of shared genes, that are absent in other species, can be used as a measure for the phylogenetic distance (21). It is apparent that *Ciona savignyi* and *C. intestinalis* are the closest relatives (1866 oligopresent genes), followed by *Anopheles gambiae* and *Aedes aegypti* (1206 oligopresent genes) and *Rattus norvegicus* and *Mus musculus* (557 oligopresent genes). These results correspond with the current view on the evolutionary relationships between these species. It should also be noted that the incomplete orthology information contained in the BioMart database causes the number of genes present in only one species to be very high. This will improve with each new Ensembl release, as orthology information and functional annotation are expanded and improved in each release.

**Polypresent genes**

A second measure for evolutionary relatedness is the distribution of ‘polypresent’ genes: genes that are missing in only one or two species. *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* has the highest number of missing polypresent genes: 552 polypresent genes do not occur in *S. cerevisiae* only, and 505 polypresent genes are not present in *S. cerevisiae* and a second species. When not taking into account the outlier species *S. cerevisiae*, both *Ciona* species have the highest number of missing polypresent genes: 18 lineages occur in all species except for *C. savignyi* and *C. intestinalis*.

**Anticorrelating patterns**

Figure 5 gives an overview of anticorrelating pattern pairs, and the numbers of lineages that have these patterns. Anticorrelating patterns are defined as patterns that are exactly opposite (‘0’ → ‘1’ and ‘1’ → ‘0’), and have at least five 0s and at least five 1s. Phylogenetic lineages with anticorrelating patterns can be functionally completely different, but could also be highly similar in function. For example, phylogenetic lineage PP110132 has the pattern ‘00000000000000010111001111001111110010’ (upper line of Figure 5), while phylogenetic lineage PP004906 has the anticorrelating pattern ‘111111111111101000100000111010’ (lower line of Figure 5).

**Gene neighborhood**

Figure 6 shows the gene neighborhood for PhyloPat ID PP000255 (ERN1, ERN2). The human gene ENSG00000134398 has two predicted orthologs in
chimpanzee: gene ENSPTRG00000007893 and gene ENSPTRG00000009535. However, only the gene neighborhoods of gene ENSPTRG00000007893 and gene ENSG00000134398 correspond, for nine of the nearest neighbors. This is called 'orthologous conservation of gene neighborhood' and it shows that the two genes involved are evolutionary related (22). In this case, we would say that the ‘true’ ortholog of gene ENSG00000134398 is very likely to be gene ENSPTRG00000007893. Apart from inferring ‘true’ orthology from the genome organization, gene neighborhoods can also be used to infer functional annotation for genes or build hypotheses about the processes or pathways that genes might be involved in.

Figure 4. Gene Ontology annotations of (i) omnipresent and (ii) all human genes, created by FatiGO. (a) The 5th level Gene Ontology Molecular Function annotations for all 2345 human genes in omnipresent lineages. (b) The 5th level Gene Ontology Molecular Function annotations for all 32 584 human genes, used as a reference set.

FASTA-format sequence files

Both the pattern search output and the gene neighborhood view contain links to FASTA files of the peptide sequences belonging to each phylogenetic lineage. We included two types of files: one with all peptide sequences (marked by ‘A’) and one with only the longest translation of each gene (marked by ‘L’).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The above examples show that PhyloPat is useful in orthology detection, evolutionary studies and gene annotation. It builds on and expands the concept of
phylogenetic pattern tools like EPPS (2), and on gene databases like PhiGs (4), Hogenom (5) and TreeFam (6). The originality of PhyloPat lies in the combination of these two aspects: phylogenetic pattern querying and gene family databases. In PhyloPat, it is possible to determine a species set that should be included (1), a species set that should be excluded (0) and a species set which presence is indifferent (*). This, and the use of regular expression queries, enables quite complex PPSs and clustering. Furthermore, we aim to provide an easy-to-use web interface in which the Ensembl database can be queried using phylogenetic patterns. Users can see which gene families are present in a certain species set but missing in another species set. The output of PPSs can be easily analyzed by the FatiGO tool, like we demonstrated in Figure 4. Another advantage of PhyloPat is that it relies on the Ensembl database only. Other gene databases use a wide range of gene and protein data sets, each with their own standards and methodologies. By using only the popular Ensembl database as input, we create a nonredundant database, through which it is possible to easily study lineage-specific expansions of gene families. Finally, the new options of the web application of PhyloPat make it easier to query the database and to retrieve the sequences from the lineage of interest. The gene neighborhood view adds a new level of information: genomic context can help in locating evolutionary-related genomic clusters of genes, and in detecting the ‘true orthologs’ within large sets of predicted orthologs as well as in functional annotating less well known genes. PhyloPat will be updated with each major Ensembl release to ensure up-to-date and reliable phylogenetic lineages. Older versions of PhyloPat (starting with version 40) are maintained and linked to the corresponding Ensembl archive pages. Future versions of

![Figure 5. Anticorrelating patterns. The anticorrelating pattern page of PhyloPat version 49. Columns 1 and 3 show the anticorrelating phylogenetic patterns, columns 2 and 4 the numbers of phylogenetic lineages that have these patterns.](image)

![Figure 6. Lineage information of PP000255. Lineage information page, including gene neighborhood, for PP000255 (ERN1/ERN2). The middle (black) column shows the gene belonging to lineage PP000255, with on the left and right the 20 genes that are nearest on the genome. Genes that have the same color are in the same lineage. If a neighbouring lineage contains less than five genes, it is colored white. For each gene, the last part of the Ensembl ID (top) and the PhyloPat ID (middle) are displayed, as well as the HGNC symbol(s) (bottom), linking to the corresponding Ensembl, PhyloPat and HGNC pages.](image)
PhyloPat might contain more features such as a statistical significance measure for the comparison of multiple phylogenetic patterns, and user-defined species sets for the calculation of orthologous groups.
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